
Franklin Public Schools 

Franklin, Massachusetts 02038 

 

Action Required 
 

 

Subject:  
Out of State Travel 

Date: 

 

Dept: 

 
November 26, 2019 

 
FHS 

 

 

Reason:  
Past practice of the Committee 
requires a vote to allow 
students/staff to travel outside 
of the State/Country 

 

Enclosure 

 

 
Yes 

 

 

Background 
 

Recommendation:   
 
FHS Overseas Field Trip 

I recommend approval of the request of Emily Ayers & Rosanne Achin-

Housman to take FHS Students to Germany & Switzerland from June 29 – July 8, 

2020 as detailed. 

 

Action Requested of the School Committee: 
 
Majority vote of the Committee is required. 
 
 Vote Tabulator 

 
A. Bergen:        Y  /  N   T Keenan:   Y  /  N 
 
J D’Angelo:        Y  /  N  MJ Scofield:  Y  /  N  
 
J Pond-Pfeffer:   Y  /  N D Spencer:    Y  /  N 
 
E Stokes:      Y  /  N      Action:  _________________ 
 
  
 
 



Trip Approval Process for Extended Field Trips 

The trip advisor(s) shall submit a proposal to the Principal providing the following information: 

  Destination 

Germany and Switzerland 

  Departure/expected return dates 

June 29th-July 8th 2020 

  Itinerary 
Day 1: Fly overnight to Germany 
Day 2: Berlin 

Meet your Tour Director at the airport 
Take a walking tour of Berlin 
See the East Side Gallery  

Day 3: Berlin 
Take a guided tour of Berlin 
With your expert local guide you will see: Brandenburg Gate; 
Kurfürstendamm; Remains of the Berlin Wall 
Tour an urban sustainable development project  
Visit the Topography of Terror Museum 

Day 4: Berlin 
Visit a working urban farm 
Visit an innovative local company 

Day 5: Berlin • Freiburg 
Travel by train to Freiburg 

Day 6: Freiburg 
Explore the city of Freiburg with Innovation Academy 

Day 7: Freiburg • Lucerne region 
Travel via the Black Forest to the Lucerne region   
Tour Hofgut Sternen's sustainable facilities  
Learn how to make flammkuchen  

Day 8: Lucerne region 
Ride a cable car to the top of the Swiss Alps 
Take a tour of Lucerne 
With your Tour Director you will see: Lion Monument; Kapellbrücke; 
Lake Lucerne 

Day 9: Lucerne region 
Hike with an environmental scientist through the Entlebuch 
Biosphere, a UNESCO natural reserve  
Take an expert-led tour through a nuclear bunker 
Explore Lucerne on your own 

Day 10: Depart for home 

  

  Summary of trip purpose/educational alignment 



  

Recycling. Clean energy. Farms of the future. 

Germany and Switzerland have been at the forefront of some of the world’s most forward-
thinking approaches to technology and energy. And it’s easy to see why—these countries 
are a perfect blend of European charm and start-up culture. 

Learn about Germany and Switzerland’s innovative sustainability efforts by seeing state-
of-the-art models of renewable energy, urban farming, and eco-tourism. Be a part of the 
creative conservation firsthand as you embark on an urban quest in the green city of 
Freiburg, hike through an Alpine glacier, and discover a vast underground city in a nuclear 
bunker in Lucerne. 

  

  Trip expense, inclusive of all costs (Travel Authorization Form) 

Total $4,110, students are responsible for lunches and recommended $85 
for tips to Tour Director, Bus Driver and Local Guides. 

  

  Description on how the trip will be accessible to students from limited income 

families-fundraising plan 

EF offers several payment plans (bi-weekly, monthly, manual), EF also 
provides Donation Page (similar to a Go Fund Me) for every student. EF offers 
$1000 need-based scholarships which students can apply for. Future tours will 
be offered in the near future so that families who can’t afford a 2020 trip can 
enroll on a 2021 or 2022 program. 

  

  Accessibility for students with disabilities 

Yes – EF will address this on a case by case basis. They state it must be a 
conversation between the student, parent, Group Leader, and EF Traveler 
Support to ensure all parties feel comfortable with accommodations for a 
participant with disabilities. 

  

  Number of students needed to support trip 

There is no minimum or maximum of students needed to run the tour. 

  

  Number of chaperones in attendance 



1 chaperone per 6 students 

               

  Method of transportation and/or travel agency/organization information 

EF Educational Tours is organizing all logistics, accommodations, meals, tours, 
tour guides, and activities within this educational STEM itinerary 

  

  Documentation that all students, advisors and chaperones will have full trip insurance 

Global Travel Protection is included in the tour and price for every student who 
signs up. Details can be viewed at www.eftours.com/coverage 

  

  Emergency plan including medical care plan including plan for to administration of 

medication 

If a traveler (chaperone or student) requires medical attention on-tour, the Tour 
Director will know where the closest medical facility or hospital is and help 
facilitate transportation to ensure participant can receive medical attention. Any 
costs are covered by insurance through EF’s Global Travel Protection. 
Students will administer their own medication, unless parents prefer a 
chaperone hold on to medication and waiver has been signed ahead of time 
declaring confirmation of how/when to administer medicine.   

  

  CORI and CHRI for Chaperones (volunteers/non-school personnel) 

Once group leader and chaperones are enrolled on the tour, EF sends every 
adult a background check that must be completed and passed before traveling. 

  

  Extended Field Trip Waiver-only applicable if overnight trip 
  

The Principal shall determine initial approval then forward to Superintendent of Schools 

The Superintendent will review and, if approval is granted, shall then present to the School 

Committee as an Action Item.  The Trip Advisor is not required to present to the School 

Committee. School Committee approval must be obtained 5 months prior to the proposed trip, 

whenever possible. 

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.eftours.com%2Fcoverage&data=02%7C01%7C%7C4ba0765d4e904766388108d766efcb07%7Cf0d1c6fddff0486a8e91cfefefc7d98d%7C0%7C0%7C637091052747114079&sdata=IhoeMSlyjccAjFLq757XMNSj13BHJCv1gCVLi5o1R1k%3D&reserved=0


 

 
 
 
 
 
 
2020 SAMPLE TOUR SCHEDULE: 
SUSTAINABLE LIVING IN GERMANY AND SWITZERLAND 
**Note: The below is an example of how this tour may run. All times and durations are subject to change, and the 
order of activities may be switched or substituted as needed based on availability.** 

Day 1: Overnight flight to Europe 
Depart North America on an overnight flight to Germany. 
                                       
Day 2: Arrive in Berlin | Walking Tour of Berlin | Photo Stop at East Side Gallery 
Upon arrival at the airport the group should be prepared to wait up to 2 hours for consolidated groups to arrive. 
Transfer from the airport to the hotel to store baggage. The Tour Director will take the group into central Berlin by public 
transportation for a walking tour alongside the famous East Side Gallery before going to a local restaurant for dinner in the city 
center of Berlin. 
 
Day 3: Sightseeing of Berlin | Urban Sustainability Development Activity  
• Morning: Depart from the hotel by bus and pick up the local guide for the sightseeing tour of Berlin. The tour will include 

driving by the major sights in the city. (3hrs) 
• Afternoon: Free Time for Lunch. The group will visit the Urban Sustainability Project “Holzmarkt 25” in Berlin. They will learn 

about the history of the neighborhood and how it has embedded all of its fun, work, and entertainment into the modern urban 
life. Travelers will participate in a workshop that will challenge them to innovate and try out some urban planning skills.  

• Evening: Dinner at a restaurant in Berlin. The group will take public transportation back to the hotel.  
 

Day 4: Urban Farming Activity | Visit to an Innovative Business 
• Morning: Depart from the hotel by bus to visit an Urban Farming Project. The group will visit either an indoor farm that uses 

an aquaponic or hydroponic system, or an outdoor urban farm managed by the local community.   
• Afternoon: Free Time for Lunch. The group will visit one of Berlin’s notable businesses, makerspaces or startups to learn 

more about innovation in the STEM sector and participate in an interactive workshop.  
• Evening: Dinner at a restaurant in Berlin. The group will take public transportation to return to hotel. 
 
Day 5: Transfer from Berlin to Freiburg  
• Morning: Check out of hotel and transfer to the Berlin station and board the train to Freiburg. Departure times for the train to 

Stuttgart will vary. Groups will arrive at the train station approximately one hour before departure. The train transfer is about 7 
hours. Travelers will eat lunch on the train. 

• Evening: Free Time for exploration in Freiburg upon arrival. Dinner at a restaurant in Freiburg. The group will be taken by bus 
back to the hotel.  

 
Day 6: Innovation Academy | Free Time in Freiburg  
• Morning/afternoon: The group will be taken by bus transfer to central Freiburg and will participate in a full day program 

facilitated by Innovation Academy. Students will learn about urban sustainable development in Freiburg and more specifically 
in their eco-district, Vauban. The program also includes transportation, renewable energies and the Climate Action Plan of 
Freiburg. Travelers will have a break for Free Time for Lunch. At the end of the afternoon, there will be some Free Time for 
exploration in Freiburg. 

• Evening: Dinner at a restaurant in Freiburg. The group will be taken by bus back to the hotel.  
 



 
 
Day 7: Black Forest | Hofgut Sternen  
• Morning/afternoon: The group will go on an excursion to Hofgut Sternen in the Black Forest. They will have a guided tour that 

includes a visit to an energy surplus village and the renewable energy plant of Hofgut Sternen. Travelers will explore the 
beautiful trails in the Black Forest on a nature hike. After learning how to make their own flammkuchen (Austrian flatbread) for 
lunch, they will learn about glass blowing and the art of building cuckoo clocks. 

• Evening: The group will be taken by bus transfer to Lucerne. Dinner at a restaurant in Lucerne. The group will be taken by 
bus back to the hotel. 
 

Day 8: Mount Titlis | Walking Tour in Lucerne | Free Time in Lucerne 
• Morning: The group will take a cable car from Engelberg to Mount Titlis to explore and learn more about Swiss Glaciers and 

how climate change is affecting the mountain’s ecosystem. 
• Afternoon: Free Time for Lunch on Mount Titlis. The group will be taken by bus back to central Lucerne where their Tour 

Director will take them on a walking tour. Free time for further exploration. 
• Evening: Dinner at a restaurant in Lucerne. The group will be taken by bus back to the hotel.  
 
Day 9: Entlebuch Biosphere | Sonnenberg Nuclear Bunker | Free Time in Lucerne 
• Morning: The group will go on an excursion to learn more about the UNESCO Entlebuch Biosphere, a natural reserve at the 

foot of the Alps in Switzerland. The group will conduct fieldwork together with a scientist and they will learn more about the 
aspects of the Entlebuch landscape that make it so unique, such as moorlands, craggy karst formations, and peat lands.  

• Afternoon: Free Time for Lunch in one of the restaurants in the UNESCO Entlebuch Biosphere. The group will go on a guided 
visit of the Sonnenburg Nuclear Bunker in Lucerne to see how it was designed for people to live and survive underground. 
Free time for further exploration. 

• Evening: Dinner at the hotel in Lucerne. 
 
Day 10: Flight home 
Transfer to the Zurich airport for flight home. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

TIPPING 
Tour Director: 9 days * $6/day= $54/traveler 
Bus Driver: 9 days * $3/traveler= $27/traveler 
Local guides: 2 * $2/guide= $4/traveler  

1. Guide for sightseeing tour of Berlin  
2. Guide for nuclear bunker  

Total recommended per traveler= $85  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note:  
The above is an example of how this tour may run. All times and durations are subject to change, and the order of 
activities may be switched or substituted as needed based on availability. 



 
  

EF Center Boston, Two Education Circle, Cambridge, MA 02141 

FRANKLIN HIGH SCHOOL 
INTERNATIONAL TOUR 
PROPOSAL 
Sustainable Living in Germany and Switzerland 
 
Prepared for: Emily Ayers 
Franklin High School 
6/29/2020 

 

www.eftours.com/2339857WD 
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Your partner in global education 
 
As the World Leader in International Education, we’ve partnered with educators around the world for over  

50 years to help students gain new perspectives and build skills for the future through experiential learning. 

We provide a range of travel programs—Educational Tours, Language Immersion Tours, Service Learning 

Tours, Global Student Leaders Summits and Custom-Designed Tours—that help prepare students for the 

future by teaching them more about the world, themselves, and their place in the world. Combining the 

power of experiential learning with the thrill of global travel, our tours help students: 

 

● Expand their knowledge of the world around them 

● Understand new people, places, and cultures 

● Discover more about themselves 

● Grow more confident and independent 

 

When students grow in these ways, they become more curious, more open-minded, and more excited about 

the future. 

 

 

 

 

 

What we’ll cover in this document 
 

 

 

 PAGE 

 1       Your partner in global education 

 2        Our commitment to education  

 3        Our commitment to safety 

 4       We’ll handle the details 

 5-6       A day-by-day look at your tour 

 7       What your hotels will be like 

 8       What your meals will be like 

 9       Price details 

 10       Important final details 

 

 
 

This proposal is property of EF Education First and the educator/school for which it was intended. Distributing, copying 

and/or sharing it are prohibited. The proposal, including pricing, is valid for the educator, tour and date(s) specifically 

mentioned herein. For additions, subtractions or modifications, please contact your EF Tour Consultant. 

 

© 2018 EF Education First. For full terms and conditions visit eftours.com/bc . 
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Our commitment to education  
 
We believe the best way to help students gain new perspectives and build skills for the future is through 
experiential learning. 
 

Accreditation 

EF is accredited, just like your school, and recognized by the following regional, national and international 

organizations: Middle States Association of Colleges and Schools (MSA-CES); Western Association of 

Schools and Colleges (WASC); Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS-CASI) 

North Central Association (NCA-CASI); National Council for Private Schools Accreditation (NCPSA); and 

Accreditation International (AI). 

 

A standard of excellence   

Our educational travel programs bring to life the knowledge and skills that are called for in many education 

initiatives, including: 

● Partnership for 21st Century Skills (P21) 

● International Baccalaureate – PYP, MYP, Diploma, IBCC 

● Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts and Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science 

and Technical Subjects 

● Global Competence Criteria—defined by the Asia Society and Council of Chief State School Officers 

● Global Connection Standards in the National Curriculum Standards for Social Studies 

● Culture and Connections Standards in the Standards for Foreign Language Learning 

● Standards of Professional Learning—defined by Learning Forward 

  

weShare: Personalized Learning  

Every tour comes with weShare, a personalized learning experience powered by students’ curiosity. Using 

EF’s guided learning model, students use their strengths to investigate an issue or topic that inspires them. 

They reflect on what they’ve learned through a post-tour project that gives even more meaning to travel—

and can earn them academic credit. 

 

Earning credit 

Students can earn credit by traveling on an EF tour and completing required coursework. We offer choices, 

so you can find the credit option that best fits you and your students’ needs.  

● Students in grades 6-12 can earn high school credit with weShare, EF’s personalized learning 

experience, by developing an essential question to investigate on tour and creating a post-tour project. 

Successful course completion will earn students 0.5 elective high school credits. 

● Students in grades 9-12 can earn university credit by completing a series of assignments and a final 

research project with EF’s university partner, Southern New Hampshire University. Successful course 

completion will earn students 3.0 university credits. 

 

 

Accredited by: 
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Our commitment to safety  
 
Our demonstrated commitment to safety and risk management is proven with our preventative procedures 
and extensive measures taken to ensure each traveler’s safety. 
 

Worldwide presence 

As the largest international student travel organization, we have 500 schools and offices in more than 50 

countries worldwide. With 37,000 EF staff and teachers around the globe, we’re accessible wherever and 

whenever you need us. 

  

Global Liability Insurance Plan 

● All EF Group Leaders are covered for the duration of their EF educational tour. 

● EF’s Commercial General Liability Insurance is provided by nationally recognized insurance companies 

with A.M. Best Ratings of A-. 

● Group Leaders and their schools are covered by our $50 million liability policy and customer payments 

are protected by a $1 million customer protection plan. 

● EF’s Global Liability Insurance Plan allows for schools and districts to be added to the policy by written 

agreement. EF can provide a certificate of insurance that details coverage. 

  

Global Travel Protection Plan 

Designed specifically with EF travelers in mind, teachers may add this comprehensive and affordable 

protection plan to their tours. 

  

EF’s Peace of Mind Program 

We understand that plans can change due to unforeseen circumstances. EF provides an exclusive Peace of 

Mind program to account for such situations. This program is automatically included for all travelers and can 

be enacted at the group level for any reason, including terrorism or other world events. Your Group Leader 

may choose from the following options:  

 

45 days or more prior to departure  

● Change the travel dates of your group’s current tour  

● Work with EF to modify your group’s current tour or find a new tour  

● Cancel your tour and all travelers will receive a transferrable travel voucher 

 

44 days or less prior to departure  

If any location(s) included in the group’s tour itinerary is designated as a Travel Advisory Level 3 or 4 by the 

U.S. Department of State, your Group Leader may still choose any option from the section above. 

  
Highly respected in the industry by: 
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We’ll handle the details 

 
As your educational travel partner, we work with teachers, students and parents to ensure a seamless 

experience—before, during and after tour. In other words, we’re with you every step of the way. 

 

 

BEFORE TOUR 

 

Support Team and resources 

Dedicated Tour Consultants guide teachers through the planning process, while Local Representatives   

from your area work face-to-face to provide support. We give teachers their own personal tour website with 

helpful tools to share tour information, manage deadlines and more. In addition to online resources, we also 

provide an array of printed materials for teacher, students and parents. 

 

International Training Tours 

Ensuring teachers are fully prepared to lead an EF tour is our commitment to your school community. 

Through our blended learning model, all first-time EF Group Leaders receive complimentary international 

training. Conducted by EF personnel and experienced EF Group Leaders, the program includes online, 

classroom and experiential learning components. In the event a Group Leader cannot attend one of these 

complimentary tours, we offer live webinars to prepare them and answer questions before they travel.  

 

Traveler account management 

Our knowledgeable and friendly Customer Service Representatives help travelers and their parents with all 

billing transactions, protection plans and tour activity questions. We also offer flexible and convenient 

payment options that allow parents to choose when—and how—they want to pay.  

  

 

 
WHILE ON TOUR 

 

Everything is included 

This all-inclusive global experience makes it easy for teachers and students to explore the world. From 

flights and hotels to most meals and experiential activities, we take care of every detail so travelers can 

focus on the experience. 

 

Guided travel 

A personal bilingual Tour Director stays with your group 24/7. They handle every on-tour detail to ensure a 

smooth travel experience while also providing unique local insight. Expert local guides, meanwhile, share 

their knowledge of history, art, architecture and more during guided tours. 

 

 

 
AFTER TOUR 

 

Program development 

We’ll work with you to build a travel program at your school so even more students have the opportunity to 

experience the world. 
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A day-by-day look at your tour 

 
This is the itinerary page that students and parents will see in their tour itinerary guide. It’s just one of the 

many resources they’ll receive in preparation for your tour. 
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What your hotels will be like 

 
A good night’s sleep is important, so you can count on safe, clean and comfortable hotels with private 

bathrooms. Every hotel we work with is required to meet our high standards for quality, safety and 

cleanliness. Three to four students of the same gender will share a room, which will have a combination of 

twin and shared double beds. Please be aware that hotels may have different amenities than you find in 

American hotels. 

 

HERE ARE EXAMPLES OF THE TYPES OF HOTELS YOU’LL STAY AT ON TOUR: 
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What your meals will be like 

 
These are examples of the types of meals you and your students will be served on tour. 
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Price details 

 
In addition to the support you receive before and after tour, along with the logistical support you receive on 

tour, your guaranteed lowest price covers all of the details. 
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Important final details 
 
The EF Price Guarantee 

We’re dedicated to making travel accessible to as many students as possible. Our unmatched global 

presence and longstanding relationship with airlines and hotels ensure you will always give your students 

the best experience at the lowest price, guaranteed. 

 

What it means for you: 

● The guaranteed lowest price—if you find a similar tour for less, we’ll beat it. 

● One simple price—no enrollment or departure fees. 

● Once a student enrolls, their price will never change. 

 

 

International Training Tours 

Through our blended learning model, all first-time EF Group Leaders experience a tour by traveling to Paris, 

Rome, Madrid, Berlin or Beijing, enhanced with online and classroom components. In the event a Group 

Leader cannot attend one of these complimentary tours, we offer live webinars to prepare them and answer 

questions before they travel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sincerely, 

Alexa Scott 

Senior Tour Consultant 

401-369-8141 

alexa.scott@ef.com 

   

 
 


